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ABSTRACT
Scientometrics is an area recently attracting greater research
interest. To a great extent this area has been fertilized by
the proposal of the h-index (2005), which represents a measure for the quality and quantity of a researcher’s impact.
The Perfectionism Index has been recently proposed aiming
at differentiating between ‘influentials’ and ‘mass producers’ (2015); the former category produces articles, which are
(almost all) with high impact, whereas the latter category
produces a lot of articles with moderate or no impact at
all. In this paper, we record a number of metrics that are
of similar nature, i.e. they shed light into these publishing
patterns (influentials vs. mass producers). We carry out a
correlation analysis to reveal which metrics are describing
the above phenomenon in a similar way and, thus, retain
the most descriptive features. Finally, we report the results
of an experiment with a dataset consisting of the academic
staff of Greek Computer Science/Engineering departments.
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•Information systems → Clustering; Digital libraries
and archives; Data warehouses; Data analytics;
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Scientometrics is an area recently attracting greater research interest. A seminal paper that founded this area is
the one by Eugene Garfield, which defined the notion of
Impact Factor (IF) to measure the impact of journals [7].
According to Garfield: “In any given year, the impact factor
of a journal is the average number of citations received per
paper published in that journal during the two preceding
years”. For example, the IF of JournalX for year 2015 is calculated by the ratio A/B, where A is the number of times
that all items published in JournalX in 2013 and 2014 were
cited by indexed publications during 2015, whereas B is the
total number of “citable items”1 published by JournalX in
2013 and 2014.
For decades IF was wrongly used as a metric to measure
the performance of authors. It was in 2005 that the concept
of h-index was proposed by Jorge Hirsch as a measure for
the quality and quantity of a researcher’s impact [11]. In
particular, according to Wikipedia: “a scientist has index h
if h of his/her Np papers have at least h citations each, and
the other (Np − h) papers have no more than h citations
each”.
In the sequel, several variations of the h index have appeared in the literature in an effort to illuminate a researcher’s
impact from other angles [1]. Many efforts enhanced the
original h index by taking into account age-related issues
[17], multi-authorship [10], fractional citation counting [13],
the highly cited articles [5]. Other works explored its predictive capabilities [12], its robustness to self-citations [16],
etc. Some of the proposals have been implemented in commercial and free software, such as Matlab2 and the Publish
or Perish software3 .
These metrics, although informative, they do not take into
consideration an author’s citation curve as a whole, in particular the curve tail which carries significant information as
well [19]. Rosenberg referred to the authors with few cita1
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tions in the upper area and many citations in the tail area as
‘mass producers’, since they have a lot of publications but
mostly of low impact [15]. Finally, he referred to the rest of
the scientists as the ‘prolific’ ones. Notably, also, the origin
of this terminology is quite old (see [4, 6]). In this spirit, the
Perfectionism Index has been recently proposed aiming at
differentiating between ‘influentials’ and ‘mass producers’;
the former category produces articles which are (almost all)
with high impact, whereas the latter category produces a lot
of articles with moderate or no impact at all [18].
In the present work we focus on a set of metrics, that
identify weaknesses in the citation curve and thus complement the h-based metrics to offer a more detailed assessment of publishing patterns and allow for a more delicate
distinction among scientists by focusing on previously overlooked behaviors (mass producing). For this set of metrics
we carry out a correlation analysis among them and analyze
the insight they provide into a scientist’s work as well as the
purposes for which they can be used. We also describe how
a dataset of the academic staff of Greek computer science
and engineering departments has been extracted by using
the Microsoft Academic Service. Finally, we report the results of an experiment on this dataset in an effort to reveal
researchers which avoid such patters.

2.

DEFINITION OF TAIL-RELATED SCIENTOMETRIC INDICES

In [18] the Perfectionism Index has been defined (in simplified form) as:
P I = h2 + CE − CT C
where CE is the number of citations in the excess e-area
above the core h-area of size h2 , whereas and CT C is the
complement area of the h-tail and equals:
CT C = h · (P − h) − CT
where P is the number of publications and CT is the number
of citations in the curve tail. Figure 1 shows an example of
a citation curve and the previously mentioned areas.

greater the positive value, the more perfectionist an author
is; on the contrary, the smaller the negative value, the more
mass producer the author is).

Coefficient α.
Hirsch gives a formula that bridges the number of citations
C with the h index [11]:
C = α · h2
and mentions that usually this α coefficient takes values in
the range [3..5]. Presumably, a researcher with an α coefficient closer to the value of 3 (5) should be categorized in
the class of ‘influentials’ (‘mass producers’, respectively.)

Distance from maximal h-value.
In an optimal (imaginary) situation the citation curve
could be a straight line with slope 135o . It can be easily
shown by simple geometry that in this case the above α coefficient
should equal 1, whereas the h value should
√
√ be equal
to C. The difference of the maximal h value C and the
actual h value as a percentage of the maximal h value allows for comparisons between authors of different scientific
impact and age. Thus:
√
C −h
normalized distance from maximal h value = √
C
Apparently, the range of values is [0..1]. A researcher with
such a value closer to 0 (1) should be categorized in the class
of ‘influentials’ (‘mass producers’, respectively).

Distance from no-length tail.
In another optimal setting, a researcher could have authored h papers with h citations each. In this imaginary
case, his citation curve should have no e-area or h-tail area.
To penalize the effect of long tails, we devise the following simple formula, which is again normalized so that researchers of different academic age and productivity level
can be compared:
normalized distance from no length tail =

P −h
P

Apparently, the range of values is [0..1]. A researcher with
such a value closer to 0 (1) should be categorized in the class
of ‘influentials’ (‘mass producers’, respectively).

Distance from no-area tail.
Consider an identical to the above optimal setting with a
researcher who has authored h papers with h citations each.
A thick tail means that the percentage of citations coming
from the tail to the total number of citations is high. In
other words, a high percentage of an author’s papers have
acquired few or zero citations indicating a non optimal publishing pattern. To penalize the effect of thick tails, we devise the following simple formula, which is again normalized
so that researchers of different academic age and impact can
be compared:
normalized distance from no area tail =
Figure 1: Citation curve and assorted areas
For the experiments conducted in [18] it turned out that
the above index takes positive as well as negative values (the
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Ct
C

Again, the range of values is [0..1]. A researcher with such
a value closer to 0 (1) should be categorized in the class of
‘influentials’ (‘mass producers’, respectively).

Coefficient of the power-law.
A quantity obeys a power law if it is drawn from a probability:
p(x) ∝ x−ǫ
where the exponent ǫ is a constant parameter known as scaling parameter and usually lies in the range [2..3].
While several papers have focused on the universality or
not of the power exponent of the citation curve [14], our approach is to assign every author with a unique power law coefficient according to the author’s individual citation curve.
This coefficient represents the level of skewness of the citation curve, meaning that a high power-law exponent indicates a few well cited publications and an abrupt fall in the
citation curve leading to a series of low or zero cited papers.
This publishing behavior could be considered inconsistent
and far from ideal. Thus, we reach an effective and easily interpretable way to characterize an author’s publication
pattern. It has been well established in previous works that
the exponent decreases with an increasing h value [9]. In
other words, the more highly cited the scientist, the lower
his/her power-law exponent.
It has been suggested that in practice most empirical phenomena obey a power law only for values of x higher than
xmin . A method for calculating the exponent ǫ uses a direct
numerical maximization of the logarithm of the likelihood
function as follows [3]:
L(ǫ) = − n ln ζ(ǫ, xmin ) − ǫ

n
X

ln xi

i=1

To quantify the distance between the estimated distribution
and the real data, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used to
help optimizing the final result. This process was computerized utilizing the function plfit in Matlab 4 .
As can be easily understood to find a realistic exponent a
large amount of cited papers would be required; however, a
satisfactory estimation can be given for every author as we
will present in the next subsection to help identify the level
of skewness in the citation curve as an avoidable metric for
the author.
The following table summarizes the above list of measures.
Math representation
PI
α√
√
( C − h)/ C
(P − h)/P
Ct /C
ǫ

Description
Perfectionism Index
Hirsch coefficient
Distance from maximal h-value
Distance from no-length tail
Distance from no-area tail
Power-law coefficient

less than 2 papers or citations and h index less than 3 since
these authors can be considered as either very young or inactive. The initial and final dataset can be found in the
DELAB website6 . It is noticed that the data from Microsoft
Academic Search are not as rich as Google Scholar or Scopus;
however, they are publicly available with all the necessary
metadata. In particular, for each author the above files consist of the following features:
• Author first name
• Author last name
• Author ID
• Number of citations, C
• Number of papers, P
• Number of citations/paper, C/P
• Number of citations in e-area, CE
• Number of citations in the tail complement, CT C
• Hirsch h index
• Hirsch α coefficient
• Perfectionism
PI
√ Index,√
• Metric 1, ( C − h)/ C
• Metric 2, (P − h)/P
• Metric 3, Ct /C
• Metric 4, Power-law coefficient ǫ

4. CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Three methods were examined to find out the appropriate correlation analysis method to be used to identify the
dependencies between the metrics mentioned above. These
methods are: Pearson, Spearman and Kendall correlation
[8]. Pearson correlation is widely used in statistics to measure the degree of the relationship between linearly related
variables that are normally distributed, whereas Spearman
is a non-parametric test apt for measuring the degree of association between two variables without making any assumptions about the distribution of the data. The Kendall correlation is another non parametric coefficient that reverses
the ordering of each of the variable vector under question.
As shown in Table 2, the distribution of Metric 2 is skewed,
whereas Metric 1 and 3 are not as highly skewed; thus, they
are closer to the normal distribution. However, the standard
deviation is not sufficiently larger than the skewness. Hence,
we cannot claim that any of these four metrics is similar to
the normal distribution. As a result, the Pearson correlation is further excluded as a metric of correlation analysis.
Next, Spearman and Kendall correlations will be examined
to identify the relationship between these metrics.
Metrics
Metric 1
Metric 2
Metric 3
Metric 4

Table 1: Measures associated with the tail of the
citation curve

3.

4

Standard deviation
0.093
0.096
0.170
0.534

Table 2: Statistics of the 4 metrics

DATASET

A dataset of 868 authors members of Greek Universities,
who publish in the field of Computer Science/Engineering
and Informatics was acquired from the Microsoft Academic
Search5 . From these authors only 345 were included in the
final dataset for experimentation, after excluding those with
5

Skewness
-0.089
-2.484
0.146
0.950

http://tuvalu.santafe.edu/ aaronc/powerlaws/plfit.m
http://academic.research.microsoft.com
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A complete correlation analysis based on Spearman’s ρ
and Kendall’s τ was conducted to better display the relationships between the proposed power-law based metric,
the other 3 metrics and existing indexes, like h and P I, and
thus help decipher which metrics add new information to the
evaluation of a scientist. A Spearman correlation of −0.283
6

http://delab.csd.auth.gr

h
α
PI
M1
M2
M3
M4

h
1
0.097
-0.283
0.097
-0.152
-0.179
-0.134

α
0.097
1
0.003
1
0.284
-0.085
-0.277

PI
-0.283
0.003
1
0.003
-0.729
-0.601
-0.173

M1
0.097
1
0.003
1
0.284
-0.085
-0.277

M2
-0.152
0.284
-0.730
0.284
1
0.705
0.148

M3
-0.179
-0.085
-0.601
-0.085
0.705
1
0.443

M4
-0.134
-0.277
-0.173
-0.277
0.148
0.443
1

ρ
0.279
0.392
0.399
0.392
0.472
0.443
0.350

Table 3: Correlation matrix based on Spearman method

h
α
PI
M1
M2
M3
M4

h
1
0.067
-0.221
0.067
-0.108
-0.127
-0.093

α
0.067
1
-0.007
∼1
0.198
-0.053
-0.195

PI
-0.221
-0.007
1
-0.007
-0.536
-0.417
-0.114

M1
0.067
∼1
-0.007
1
0.198
-0.053
-0.195

M2
-0.108
0.198
-0.536
0.198
1
0.524
0.108

M3
-0.127
-0.053
-0.417
-0.053
0.524
1
0.327

M4
-0.093
-0.195
-0.114
-0.195
0.108
0.327
1

τ
0.240
0.360
0.329
0.360
0.382
0.357
0.292

Table 4: Correlation matrix based on Kendall method
indicates a negative relationship between the h index and
P I, mostly due to the negative values of the P I index for
the majority of the authors but a general low correlation
without a strict monotonic behavior. The Kendall value is
−0.221, even lower given that it handles the ties in a more
efficient way as discussed above. The results of the correlation analysis are complying with the conclusions driven
from the distribution function. Tables 3 and 4 contain the
Spearman and Kendall correlations respectively for all the
discussed metrics, namely, the Hirsch h index, the Hirsch α
parameter, the P I index, and the 4 metrics described above,
denoted as M1, M2, M3 and M4.
These tables indicate the relationship between the above
mentioned 7 metrics and the following conclusions can be
drawn:
• The Hirsch α parameter is absolutely correlated with
Metric 1, since they both express a ratio of the author’s citations in the h core to the total number of
received citations. The reason why Metric 1 was introduced is that it can be easily normalized and thus can
be compared with the other metrics. As can be seen,
Metric 1 is the least correlated with all the metrics,
with the exception of the α parameter that is essentially similar. The last columns of the tables indicate
the mean correlation of each metric with all others in
terms of absolute values. The h index and Metric 1
seem to be displaying an average correlation of 0.279
and 0.392 respectively. This is expected since Metric
1, h index and α parameter are the two measures that
do not contain any information about the tail of the
citation curve.
• The P I index shows a high degree of correlation with
Metrics 2 and 3, which is rather expected as they are all
indexes carrying information about the curve tail. The
negative monotonic correlation is justified by the sign
of the P I index; in other words, the higher the value
of the metrics, the higher the penalty for the academic
performance of the author. This is expressed by the
sign of the P I index.
• Metrics 2 and 3 display moderate to high correlation
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with each other and the P I index. However, they display low correlation with the h index, which should be
expected as they convey a completely different kind of
information about the citation curve. Metric 4 is also
weakly correlated with the h index but moderately correlated with the thickness of the tail (Metric 3) which
proves the link of the power law coefficient with the
tail of the citation curve.
• The higher the mean Spearman correlation ρ, the more
representative are the measures. The meaning is that
they contain information of other indexes as well and
thus they give a complete picture of academic performance. In this case, the P I index and Metrics 2 and 3
can be considered representative of the citation curve,
with the h index being the least correlated to all the
other measures. In other words, the h index seems to
ignore the information the metrics are expressing and
focuses on a different part of the curve.
• The same can be reported for the Kendall correlation
but with smaller values of correlation.
The correlation matrix (with either correlation technique)
of Table 3 after removing the α parameter was subjected to
PCA analysis. The correlation values between h, P I and the
four metrics were found to be statistically significant based
on the p value of p < 0.05.

5. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
The above correlation matrix was subjected to Principal
Component Analysis, which by means of eigenvalue decomposition identified 5 orthogonal principal components. PCA
is considered an appropriate methodology to identify the information conveyed by bibliogrpahic metrics and the clusters
that are formulated [2]. The resulting principal components
ranked according to the degree by which they explained the
variances in the correlation matrix of the 6 metrics are listed
in Table 5.
It can be seen that the first 3 components yield an explanation of the 84.62% of the total variance, meaning that
the data can be fully expressed in these first 3 components.
Since the original variables were only 6, a 3D representation

PC1
42.57

Percentage
of variance
explained
Cumulative
percentage

PC2
23.81

PC3
18.24

PC4
10.63

PC5
4.14
h
0.5

66.38

84.62

95.25

99.39

Component 3

42.02

0

M2

M3
M4

M1
−0.5

Table 5: Variance explained - Components in latent
order

PI

0.5
0.5

0

0
−0.5

of the initial correlation matrix would be appropriate. However, usually in the case of many variables that need to be
expressed, the first 2 principal components are considered
sufficient to explain the variance in the data, thus, leading
to a 2D representation. In this case, 66.38% of the variance
would be explained by the first 2 components. The original correlation matrix of 6 variables and their correlations is
now transformed to a new coordinate system based on the
2 or 3 first principal components, thus making it easier to
visualize the indexes and what common features they share.
Table 6 shows the principal component coordinates of the
6 indexes based on 2 Principal Components, whereas Figures
2 and 3 illustrate the principal component coordinate space
and the 6 variables in 2D and 3D plots, respectively. The red
dots are the original scores of the authors according to the 6
indexes transformed in the principal component coordinates.
The blue lines depict the initial variables, i.e. the metrics.
PC1
-0.050
-0.526
0.016
0.561
0.567
0.286

h
PI
M1
M2
M3
M4

PC2
0.451
-0.240
0.620
0.225
-0.155
-0.528

PC3
0.767
-0.323
-0.454
-0.254
-0.056
0.177

M1
h

0.4
M2

Component 2

0.2

0
M3
−0.2

PI

−0.4
M4
−0.6
−0.6

−0.4

−0.2

0
Component 1

0.2

0.4

Component 1

Figure 3: 3D Principal Components
the Hirsch α parameter). It would be safe to assume that
PC2 focuses on information about the h core and attributes
of the citation curve that positively affect academic performance. These two metrics are another cluster and the final
cluster is P I on its own with a negative coefficient with both
components due to its penalizing attitude and the rankings
it assigns to our set of authors, which are vastly different
from rankings based on the other metrics.
Should this analysis be expanded to a larger number of
features, more clusters could appear and through this kind
of visualization groups of indexes could be identified allowing for a better and more accurate feature selection among
bibliographic indexes. Depending on the task at hand, either
the most representative index, in other words the most centered and correlated one, or a set of indexes identified from
different groups based on specific needs could be chosen to
evaluate to the fullest the academic work of a researcher.

6. SPECIFIC REMARKS ON THE DATASET

Table 6: Principal components of the 6 metrics

0.6

Component 2

−0.5

0.6

Figure 2: 2D Principal Components
From the above figures and tables we conclude that the 1st
principal component displays positive coefficients with the 4
metrics. This is the reason why they are directed to the right
half of the plot. The largest coefficient though is with metrics 2 and 3, indicating that PC1 offers information about
publishing policies that negatively affect academic influence.
Metrics 2, 3 and 4 can be seen as one cluster that contains
the same quality of information meaning the characteristics
of power law distribution and the tail of the citation curve.
On the other hand, the 2nd component displays strong positive coefficients with h index and Metric 1 (in other words,
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From the described dataset in Section 3, we extracted the
top-20 researchers according to their h value. We ranked
them according to Metrics 1 to 4 and P I. We can easily detect that there is a significant variation in the resulting ranks
especially between the Metric 1 and the other ones, which
is in compliance with the correlation analysis described before. In the computation of the rank based on the 4 metrics
it is clear that if we handle the ties by placing the authors
with the same score in the same rank two conclusions can
be drawn. First of all, Metric 3 offers better distributed
rankings, with fewer ties, meaning that it is more precise
in identifying smaller differences between the authors. On
the other hand, Metric 1 appears to be more concentrated
with a considerable amount of authors receiving the same
score. Metric 4 shows little variation among scientists, which
should be expected since the differences in the exponent of
the power law distribution are small but of great value to
help distinguish between authors that have similar values in
the other indexes.
Table 7 shows the specific sample of top authors, where the
data values represent rankings in each specific metric. It can
be easily understood that there are significant differences in
the rankings when using these four metrics, which concurs
to the original correlation analysis. Consequently, the use
of all metrics is justified since they convey different information aspects about the evaluation of the scientific work of
an author. Even between Metrics 2 and 3 that were found
correlated, there is a certain variance in the ranking output.
This clearly demonstrates that the distribution of the two

metrics is quite similar; however, the absolute score values of
each metric can deviate significantly indicating that the two
metrics convey different aspects of the same information, i.e.
the tail of the citation curve.
I. Pitas
L. Tassiulas
D. Gunopoulos
Y. Ioannidis
M. Garofalakis
T. Sellis
C. Courcoubetis
M. Vazirgiannis
Y. Manolopoulos
G. Polyzos
Y. Theodoridis
N. Mamoulis
S. Christodoulakis
M. Koubarakis
V. Christophides
E. Pitoura
P. Maragos
I. Tollis
Y. Kotidis
P. Vassiliadis

h
44
41
39
39
37
36
30
26
26
26
26
26
25
24
23
22
21
21
21
21

PI
20
15
2
10
3
17
1
7
19
16
12
13
11
6
5
14
18
8
4
9

M1
5
18
9
3
2
12
20
17
16
13
10
1
8
7
15
11
6
19
14
4

M2
19
15
5
6
2
13
7
11
20
17
12
8
10
4
3
14
18
16
1
9

M3
20
5
11
9
8
12
2
11
19
7
3
18
13
14
6
16
17
4
1
15

M4
17
8
13
19
18
14
2
3
8
3
12
20
6
15
10
9
4
5
1
16

Table 7: Top-20 researchers according to h index
and ranking according to position based on metrics
M1-M4
Authors with bold characters in Table 7 seem to outperform with respect to these bibliometric indices. For example,
Yannis Kotidis is ranked 1st according to 3 criteria, Costas
Courcoubetis is ranked 1st in 1 criterion and 2nd in another
2 criteria, whereas Minos Garofalakis is ranked 3rd in 1 criterion and 2nd in other 2 criteria. In addition, Dimitrios
Gunopoulos shows a balanced presence in all metrics. Thus,
these researchers have a publishing behavior that categorizes
them in the class of influential scientists.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

Recently the Perfectionism Index has been proposed as
a means to categorize researchers in two classes: influential vs. mass producers. Along the same line, in this paper
we have provided 4 new simple criteria to assess weak characteristics of publishing patters. We have also extracted a
dataset of Greek researchers form university departments
in Computer Science/Engineering and Informatics, which is
publicly available. Finally, we have performed a correlation
analysis to keep the most important from the independence
point of view. These criteria augment the long list of the
necessary features to assess the performance of researchers.
Lastly, we extract 3 researchers out of the specific dataset,
which can be characterized as influential scientists according
the above criteria.

8.
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